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d and Æ are assumed to commute. As a consequence the transformations (1) are
nilpotent as in the commutative case. They are noncommutative BRST transformations.
If one tries to derive for commutative YM theories descent equations similar to those
of the commutative case, at rst sight this seems to be impossible. In fact the standard
expression one starts with, Tr(F : : : F ), in the commutative case should be replaced by
Tr(F  : : :  F ) (Tr denotes throughout the paper the trace over matrix indices
1
; but the
latter is neither closed nor invariant, as one may easily realize. However one notices that
it would be both closed and invariant if we were allowed to permute cyclically the terms
under the trace symbol. In fact, terms diering by a cyclic permutation dier by a total




:::. Such terms could of course be discarded upon integration.
However, the spirit of the descent equations requires precisely to work with unintegrated
objects.
The way out is then to dene a bi{complex which does the right job. It is dened
as follows. Consider the space of (A{valued, where A is the algebra dening our non{
commutative space) traces of  products of such objects as A; dA;C; dC. The space of
























is any of A; dA;C; dC, and k
i
is the order form of E
i
.
The denition of the bi{complex, let us call it C, is completed by introducing two
dierential operators. The rst is d, as dened above. The second dierential is Æ, the
BRST cohomology operator. We dene it to commute with d. Both preserve the relation
(2).
We can now start the usual machinery of consistent anomalies, reducing the problem
to a cohomological one. In a noncommutative even D{dimensional space we start with
Tr(F F  :::F ) with n entries, n = D=2 + 1. In the complex C this expression is closed
and BRST{invariant. Then it is easy to prove the descent equations:
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dt(t  1)Tr(dC A  F
t
 :::  F
t
+ dC  F
t
A  :::  F
t
+




 ::: A) (5)
where the sum under the trace symbol includes n   1 terms.
1
On more general noncommutative spaces (other than R
D
) this trace without an accompanying inte-















Tr(dC  dC A  F
t
 :::  F
t
+ : : :)
where the dots represent (n  1)(n  2)  1 terms obtained from the rst by permuting in
all distinct ways dC;A and F
t
, keeping track of the grading and keeping dC xed in the
rst position.
The only trick to be used in proving the above formulas is to assemble terms in such




, and then integrate by parts.








Tr(dC A  dA+ dC  dA A+ dC A A A) (6)
This anomaly, once it is integrated over, coincides with the result of [2], eq.(24) (modulo
conventions).
On the basis of the above exercise, noncommutativity exhibits new qualitative features
















































]). The rst term in the RHS is the usual
ad{invariant third order tensor; the second term, which is absent in the commutative
case, is proportional to the structure constant and vanishes only when all the structure
constants do. Analogous arguments apply to other dimensions. However the existence of
a new part of the chiral anomaly that vanishes in the commutative case is of no use in
the analysis of possible new cancellation mechanisms as long as the gauge group is U(N),
because the cancellation is driven by the U(1) factor. In this case we reach the conclusion
that noncommutative anomalies cannot vanish due to vanishing of ad{invariant tensors, as
it occurs for many gauge groups in the commutative case: the only vanishing mechanism
is therefore the one produced by matching anomaly coeÆcients with opposite chirality.
Note After this work was completed, J.Mickelsson informed us that the descent equa-
tions for chiral anomalies have been previously studied in [10]. The cohomology used in
the two papers are dierent. Moreover the method used here is so much simpler, with
results spelled out in detail, that we deem it worth a short note.
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